Register Oct. 21

ESPERANTO CONGRESS.

Opened by the Governor.

Australia Association Formed.

The Esperanto Congress was opened in the main hall of the University Building of the University of Adelaide on Tuesday morning. The Governor, Sir John Downe, in the presence of the Secretary of Education, Dr. F. W. Canning, and the Mayor of the City, called the Congress to order. The President of the Congress (Mr. Hugo Leeschen) then welcomed the attendance, and announced the formation of the Australia Association in Esperanto. He congratulated the Congress on the opportunity to associate together in Esperanto, and expressed the hope that the Congress would be successful.

The President of the Congress then introduced the following gentlemen: Mr. V. J. L. Zan, President of the Congress; Mr. F. W. Canning, President of the University of Adelaide; and Mr. D. A. H. Smedley, President of the New South Wales Association for the Promotion of Esperanto.

A Demonstration.

Mr. A. S. T. Olsson gave a 15-minute demonstration of the syllabary and the phonetic symbols used in Esperanto. He showed how the syllabary could be written with a pen or a pencil, and how the symbols could be used to express the sounds of the human voice.

The President of the Congress then introduced the following gentlemen: Mr. S. L. Sutcliffe, President of the South Australian Association for the Promotion of Esperanto; Mr. F. W. Canning, President of the University of Adelaide; and Mr. D. A. H. Smedley, President of the New South Wales Association for the Promotion of Esperanto.

The Congress adjourned for the afternoon.

A Beautiful Day.

The weather was beautiful, and the Congress enjoyed a pleasant walk through the University grounds.
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